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Adult

Non-Fiction



Zach Brittle

MARRIAGE THERAPY JOURNAL will guide you through

conflict, communication, curiosity, and connection on your

way to a better relationship.

A good therapist is better than a great therapy book. But a

good therapy book is better than no therapist. It might even be

better than a bad one.

KDP

2020

THE RELATIONSHIP ALPHABET is an alphabetical survey of

relationship topics based on the research of Dr. John Gottman.

The book includes insights on communication, conflict

management and friendship building. Practical discussion

questions make it easy to turn ideas into action.

Zach Brittle’s, The Relationship Alphabet, reached #1 in three

relationship categories on Amazon and was as high as #2 in the

coveted "marriage" category.

KDP

2015



David Cry

A Short Walk Home is a heartfelt and inspirational

memoir of a father raising and ultimately losing a child to

the neurological disorder adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD) a

genetically determined neurological disorder that affects 1

in every 17,900 boys worldwide..

This story candidly explores the full extent to which a

disease like ALD can shape and affect a life, as both David

Cry and his family try to come to grips with the inevitable

conclusion to their struggles. His account is one of

appreciating what you have, making the most of the time

you have left, and finding solace in the face of grief.

David Cry is the Founder/ CEO of The

Adrenoleukodystrophy Foundation, an organization

founded in 2000 and having served the needs of families

in over 150 countries.

Hatherleigh Press

2015



Bonnie-Jill Laflin

In a League of Her Own, Celebrating Female

Firsts in Sports, Bonnie-Jill Laflin shares the stories

of women from the field to the front office who achieved

record-breaking accomplishments and changed

expectations, featuring new interviews with and

profiles of Billie Jean King, Jackie

Joyner-Kersee, Danica Patrick, Jeanie Buss,

Nadia Comăneci, Mary Lou Retton and more.

Bonnie-Jill is a trailblazing sports broadcaster and the first

and only female NBA scout, holding the front office

executive position with the Los Angeles Lakers. She’s the

first woman to dance at a professional level for three teams, in

two sports, starting with the NBA’s Golden State Warriors,

and moving to the NFL for both the San Francisco 49ers and

the Dallas Cowboys. She is the first female to be awarded

six championship rings in two professional sports,

earning a Super Bowl ring during her time cheering for the

49ers, and five NBA championship rings as an executive for

the Lakers. She has worked as a reporter and host for ESPN,

NBA TV, NBC/NBC Sports, NFL Films, Westwood One, CBS,

E!, BBC Sports, SiriusXM, NFR Live, and Fox Sports, and is a

host ambassador for Michael Jordan's "Jordan Brand."

Rowman and LittleField

2024



Tara Pringle Jefferson

BLOOMHOWYOUMUST: A BlackWoman’s

Guide to Self-Care, by Tara Pringle Jefferson, will

put Black women at the forefront of the wellness

conversation. The title BLOOMHOW YOUMUST

comes from a Lucille Clifton poem, “Mulberry Fields,”

about the enduring legacy of Black People. Tara is the

founder of The Self Care Suite, a wellness community

for Black women and other women of color.

Self-care is now a multi-billion dollar industry, and it is not

a trend or frivolous matter for Black women. It has always

been a throughline: Consider Coretta Scott King on girls’

trips with fellow activist Betty Shabazz and Myrlie

Evers-Williams to take a break from the stress of the civil

rights movement. Remember Rosa Parks attending (and

leading!) yoga classes in the midst of her Detroit activism.

Bloom How You Must will connect the dots in one easy to

read, digestible book–part guide/part journal with exercises

to put each segment of wellness into practice. Her voice has

been featured on New York Magazine/The Cut, Black

Enterprise and Essence.

Amistad

2025 Wellness book sold at auction

Publishers Marketplace “Deal of the Day”



Peggy Sweeney-McDonald

InMeanwhile, Back at Café Du

Monde, Life Stories about Food,

sixty-seven foodie monologues invoke

your own special comfort-foods, recalling

tasty memories of life, love, family, and

friends to warm your heart, feed your soul,

and make you pause to savor the

sweetness of life! With the setting of the

world famous, beloved New Orleans café,

accompanied by candid photographs of

the many people involved, from speakers

to audience members, this book will be a

treasure trove of delightful and delicious

memories for all.

Pelican Publishing

2012



Adult Fiction



Peyton Burgess

The Fry Pans Aren’t Sufficing uses dark humor and

surrealism in a collection of short stories, told through a

strikingly unique voice, to follow a variety of characters

navigating the disorienting worlds of natural disaster,

displacement, love, grief, and rebirth across multiple

locations, including New Orleans, New York City, Chicago,

and Hawaii.

"Beyond the diverse cast of characters, New Orleans itself

is a character, often both comforting and maddening for

the male protagonists.” – Publishers Weekly

Lavender Ink

2016



Adrian Morales and Charles Martin

We Promised Utopia is a sci-fi epic centered around

Mexican-American charismatic idealist, Isabel Bari, and her

development of the Equivalent Carbon Credit (ECC) which

ties every element of the global economy to a carbon-based

currency.

Witness the rise of a utopian society, its budding growth,

and its descent into dystopia.

"A timely, engrossing SF tale with an environmental

theme and striking art" that "offers readers just as many

reasons to return for the sequel." Kirkus Reviews

“The pacing here is superb and as it takes us through the pages

revealing the world, the story and the characters it certainly

piques our curiosity to know more.” Steven Leitman,GEEKS

Literati Press

2021

The comics focus on three separate eras of humanity: the

rise of the ECC in the present day, the establishment of a

utopian world that adopted the ECC, and a dystopian future

after the mysterious collapse of the ECC.

● Strong female protagonist

● Diverse characters

● Multi POV

● fast-paced, intriguing, aspirational, adventurous

Literati Press

2022



Coral Rivera

SHIFT is a genre-bending tale with detectives,

shapeshifters, romance, friendship, and found family.

Welcome to Helios - a realm secluded from the rest of

the world, where Augurs and humans live together, for

better or worse. Nikolai Brax and Val Edison are

Powered Detectives working an elusive drug ring, while

trying to navigate their own tumultuous lives, including

mental illness and confounding relationships. When

they come across what could be the key to the origin of

Elixir, Nikolai must question everyone…

and everything.

KDP

2022



Children’s

Fiction



Mary Angus

Max’s Fuzzy Feelers is a SEL Picturebook by

author and illustrator Mary Angus. Max is a special

moth with great big feelers and an equally big heart.

His feelers change the way they look based on how

Max feels inside. Sometimes big feelers can be a gift

but sometimes Max can't wait for his feelers to shift.

What happens when they get too big to hold?

We go on a journey with Max to find out more about

how his feelers work and to help him learn how to

handle his big fuzzy feelers, through the good times

and the bad, through happy times and sad! After all,

feeling can be healing!

Barnes & Noble Best Seller during Pre-Sale

Phoenix Press

2022



Peggy Archer

A Hippy-Hoppy Toad: It’s hard to

be a tiny toad minding your own

business on a twig. First a bird pecks

at him. . . . Then a bee buzzes. . . Then

a dog barks . . . and so on. And each

time the toad is surprised by a buzz or

a woof (or the toe of a sneaker!), he

hops to a new location farther down

the road. With fun sounds, clever

rhymes, and an irresistible rhythm,

this delightful children’s book is a

Junior Library Guild Selection.

Schwartz & Wade

2018

"[Peggy Archer and Anne Wilsdorf] capture both the comedy and peril of the little

toad’s adventures in this wonderful read-aloud."—TheWall Street Journal

Peggy Archer is also the author of Name that Dog: Puppy Poems from A to Z and

Turkey Surprise (translation rights available).



Kelly Murtagh

Zoo Krewe: Take a magical journey

through theNew Orleans Mardi Gras as

the littlest fans learn their ABCs with the

help of some animal friends!

Crawfish creates a costume, Duck dives for

doubloons, and many more creatures enjoy

the season as part of this fantastical

Carnival Krewe.

Arcadia Publishing

2021
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